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Jammu is situated in the northern most part of India. It allows you to explore the crown of India
where natural beauty is said to be blessed by God.  It is a winter capital and is very famous for
Hindu temples. The city of Jammu is the largest in the state and is known is known as culturally
vibrant city.  The city is situated on the foot hills of the Himalayan mountain range which make it rich
in rich in natural surroundings. On you Jammu tour you can explore fruit laden orchards; beautiful
lakes, natural spring, musical streams, lovely waterfalls, rich flora and fauna, glorious past and
much more make it a fascinating tourist destination of the country.

The Jammu tour takes the tourists to places like Ranbir Canal which is two kilometers away from
the center of the city. The canal has a small garden  which is normally marked for picnics in
summer. The walls of the canals serve as touristâ€™s points that offer great views of the natural
surroundings. On your tour to Jammu one is ought to visit town Katra  as it is place from where
devotee  Hindu pilgrims start their Vaishno devi pilgrimage. This small place is always crowd with
tourists all the year round as from people from all over India come to this place. The Mubarak mandi
Palace is another major attraction of Jammu tour, it features the Mugal, Rajasthan and baroque
style of design which houses the Dogra art museum with miniature paintings. The famous mirror
palace is also located at this place.

On your tour to Jammu one must also visit Mansar Lake which is surrounded by hills and thick
forest on all the sides and offers perfect ambiance of relaxation to the travelers. The Surisar Mansar
wildlife sanctuary around this lake covers an area of 98 square kilometer and is a paradise for
nature and animal lover.

Along with all these marvelous attractions of the place Jammu tours also comprise comfortable stay
in decent hotels which are located in and around the city? There are different types of hotels as per
your budget and requirements. There are also may tour operators offer various tour packages which
includes all your travel needs and try to offer you a hassle free journey on your Jammu tour. So
pack your bags and get ready to explore this beautiful and captivating city at very economical prices.
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